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The word 'Dalit' literally "means the ground 

down, broken, depressed and down 

trodden".
1  

Basically, the Marathi concept 'Dalit' implies 

to the group or groups of people who have 

been broken, exploited and oppressed by 

those above them in an active and 

purposeful way. The concept itself reveals 

an inherent denial of human rights on the 

basis of caste hierarchy and the theory of 

'Karma' constructed by Hindu scriptures-

smritis, shastras and Vedas. The word 'Dalit' 

firstly used in 1931 in journalistic writings 

to connote the Untouchables gained 

popularity only in the early 1970s when the 

Dalit Panther Movement in Maharashtra 

protested against injustices. Answering to 

the question 'Who is a dalit?' Gail Omvedt 

says that 'Dalit' is the "members of 

scheduled castes and tribes, neo-Buddhists, 

the working people, the landless and poor 

peasants, women and all those who are 

being exploited politically, economically 

and in the name of religion."
2  

Here, 'Dalit' becomes the class of same 

people having collective indentity and 

opperession. The word 'Dalit' thus evocates 

the bondage and agony, the trials and 

tributations of the people who are victimised 

right down the ages in India. Dalits, 

according to the communal analysists of 

caste, are 'the people within Hindu society 

who belong to those castes which Hindu 

religion considered to be polluting by virtue 

of hereditary occupation'.
3
 But to the 

scholars of Subaltern studies and Marxist 
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ideology it is a class subsumed in 

occupational categories like peasants, 

agricultural labours, factory workers, and 

the same. The use of the term 'Depressed 

Classes' for 'Dalits' by the colonial 

authorities created for the first time an all-

India identity of the lower castes 'as a 

people' marginalized and oppressed'.
4
 Being 

underprivileged and deprived of basic rights 

on the ground of their lowly birth, 

Untouchables or todays Dalits start 

expressing themselves. Their expressions 

take form and shape because of the 

foundation of Dalit ideology or 

consciouness that was mainly created by 

great social thinkers like Jotirao Govindrao 

Phule, Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar, E.V. 

Ramaswamy Periyar with many others 

throughout India. With the help of 

educational concessions and scholarships, 

employment and political reservations, and 

socio-economic welfare benefits of the 

Indian constitution, Dalits emerged with 

new awakening to represent the untochable's 

protestive voice. The muted thus got the 

powerful voice to investigate the hierarchal 

social order from which they were excluded. 

Their exclusion and marginalization 

occupied the place in their autobiographies. 

As a distinct literary genre, autobiography is 

considered as the wirting of an individual 

about himself/herself. It is written in the 

context of growing up, which allows the self 

to ask a lot of question and to discover new 

meanings in the experience of being and 

becoming in society. An autobiography 

begins with the emergence of the sense of 

individual identity under capitalism. The life 

narratives of Dalits reveal the situations or 

experiences of marginality of both the self 

and the community. They, therefore, 

"brought alive the struggles of various castes 

and communities, threw into relief their 

resistance to the hegemonic caste system 

and the tremendous upheaval that was taking 

place as a result".
5
  

The notable dalit autobiographies or life 

narratives are Daya Pawar's 'Balutan', Pra. 

Ee. Sonkamble's 'Athvaniche Pakshi' (Birds 

of Memoirs), Shankarrao Kharat's Taral-

Antaral (AHarijan's Rise to the Sky), 

Madhav Kondvilkar's 'Mukkam Post 

Devache Gothane', Laxman Mane's 'Upara' 

(Outsider) Laxman Gaikwad's 'Uchalya' 

(Petty thief), Sharankumar Limbale's 

'Akkarmashi' (bastard), Kishore Shantabai 

Kale's 'Kolhatyache Por', Narendra Jadhav's 

'Outcaste-A Memoir', Babitai Kamble's 'Jina 

Amucha', Janabai Girhe's 'Marankala', 

Vimal More's 'Teen Dagadachi Chuul' and 

Urmila Pawar's 'Aaydan'. Arjun Dangle 

comments that the dalit authobiographical 
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narratives "relating to different period of 

time and set in different levels of society, 

reveal the various facts of the Dalit 

movement; the struggle for survival; the 

emotional universe of a Dalit's life; the man-

woman relationship; an existence crushed 

under the wheels of village life; the 

experiences of humiliation and atrocities; at 

times, abject submission, at other time, 

rebellion".
6
 In the dalit's personal accounts, 

the narrator/subject moves back and forth 

between the individual I and the collective 

'We'. Although it reveals the emotional 

universe of a Dalit's life, it constructs the 

Dalit movement to struggle for existence 

and identity. The question discussed in the 

Dalit autobiography is not of an individual 

but of the collective. The question of 

hundreds of thousands who are living in 

slums, on pavements, on the outskirts of 

villages and those who do not have even 

such places who are suffering in miserable 

conditions in the vales and valleys, hills and 

rocky planes.  They have neither work nor 

opportunities, neither facilities nor support, 

neither shelter nor protection. They do not 

have even two meals a day".
7
 The dalit 

autobiography thus encompasses the hapless 

segment of India, dehumanized and 

degraded lives lacking the basic 

fundamental rights. Sahitya Akademi 

Award-Winning autobiographical novel 

'Uchalya' by Laxman Gaikwad is a personal 

account of the life of a downtrodden who 

brought up in Uchalya community. 

'Uchalya', originally wirtten in Marathi, is 

translated into English by P.A. Kolharkar 

entitled as' The Branded'. 'Uchalya' literally 

means 'pilferer'. Laxman Gaikwad was born 

in 1956 at Dhanegaon in Taluka Latur in 

Uchalya community, a tribe classfied as 

'criminal' by the British Raj. The tribes like 

'Uchalya' have been living in India almost 

unknown, unfamiliar to the so-called 

sophisticated society for thousands of years. 

They satisfy their hunger by doing the 

seasonal odd jobs such as harvesting,  cattle-

tending, stone-cutting, hunting wild animals, 

and foraging for wild herbs, roots and fruits. 

The education, economics, religion and 

politics of the mainstrem society never 

touched to them. They were automatically 

pushed into the dark world of superstitions, 

of ignorance and of primitive norms of wild 

justice. The Uchalya community therefore is 

reduced to outcaste lower than the lowest 

untouchables and thrown on the margins of 

the social hierarchical structure. As Laxman 

Gaikwad retrospects about him and his 

community's reduction to subhuman 

condition in the opening sentences of his 

personal life narrative, 'No native place. No 
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birth-date. No house no form. No caste, 

either".
8
The Uchlyas have been denied their 

very fundamental right to live as human 

beings. They have been living the life 

without economic goods and services, 

prestige and power. Being extremely 

marginalized, they are existed only by 

thieving, picking pockets, lifting valuables 

and odd things at markets and fairs. The 

police-patil, the police officers, and the local 

moneylenders act as the oppressive feudal 

agencies in the life of Uchalya community.  

'Uchalya' is one of the socially and legally 

branded communities which notified as a 

Criminal tribes in the All India Criminal 

Tribes Act first passed in 1871 and 

subsequently amended from time to time. 

The stamp 'criminal' could not be removed 

by Independence. It remains as the inborn 

identity which carries the social stigma of 

the pilferers. This nomadic 'denotified tribe', 

Uchalya community, undergoes inhuman 

treatment courtesy law-enforcement 

agencies as police, court and jail. The forced 

occupations thieving, lifting and pick-

pocketing become heridatory and 

compulsory because of the denial of all 

decant and lawful means of livelihood. The 

Uchalya community digs to the thieving 

profession to survive. Beating and 

tormentation thus attached to their lives. 

As bell hooks, the African-American 

cultural critic puts 'Mariginality, is a central 

location for the production of a 

counterhegemonic discourse that is not just 

found in words but in habits of being and the 

way one lives... Marginality is a site one 

stays in, clings to even, because it nourishes 

one's capacity to resist. It offers the 

possibility of radical perspectives from 

which to see and creat to imagine 

alternatives, new worlds."
9
 The Uchalya 

community and uchalya Laxman Gaikwad, 

live the life excluded from mainstream 

society and individual opportunities. Their 

social exclusion results in deprivation of 

fundamental rights to live. In India 

marginalization is the result of social 

instituation and processes that discriminate, 

exclude, isolate and deprive the dalits, 

tribals, women and the poors. In India the 

cast/system forms the concret base for the 

social, cultural and economic life of the 

people. It is a system of social and economic 

governance or organisation that based on 

'certain customary rules and norms, which 

are unique and distinct." The separate social 

organisations of people have the pre-

determined rights such as civil, religious, 

cultural and economic. These rights are 

ascribed by birth and made hereditary. Their 

assignment is unequal and hierarchal 
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because of endogamy, the centreal feature of 

the caste system. The system also provides 

the 'instruments of social ostracism' or a 

system of social and economic penalties to 

enforce the social and economic 

organisation."
10

 The Uchalya community or 

a social group of Uchalyas is forced to live 

outside in the nation. The upper castes and 

classes of Hindu hierarchal society never 

treated tham as human beings. The theory of 

purity and pollution granted by Hindu 

philosophy and religion discriminated and 

excluded the Uchalya community and 

segregated them from the human capability 

and capacity building processes. It also 

isolated them from the Upper caste Hindus 

like Maratha, Deshumkh and Brahmins. The 

Uchalyas live on the margins of the village 

where 'Women from the village used that 

spot for shitting... In the morning heaps of 

human-dung could be seen all over the place 

(p, 12-13). Shit -yard becomes their 

dwelling place where they roasted and ate 

the pigs. Their eating animals and birds 

ostracized them as untouchables. The village 

people, meaning upper caste Hindus, did not 

allow the Pathruts to take water from public 

well. Even they did not touch and not allow 

the pathruts to visit their temples. As 

Gaikwad explains "Kunbi women (Maratha 

women) removed the flour from the 

grindstones before an untouchable worker, 

who was usually from our community, 

touched it.... for after we touched the 

grindstone, the flour in it was regarded as 

polluted and unfit for consumption by high 

caste people. Such polluted flour was given 

to us", (p. 23)The Uchalya community was 

living on such polluted flour, leftovers from 

the 'patravalis' of diners of marriage feasts, 

funeral feasts, and village feasts of the high 

caste people. The Pathruts were thus 

humiliated and reduced to the level of 

animals.  

The principle of rank and gradation of the 

caste system is the core of differernt Hindu 

commmunities or castes. It provides the 

provisions of strong social, religious and 

economic ostracism supported by social and 

religious ideology to maintain the Hindu 

social order. The community panchayat of 

Uchalyas here maintains the Hindu social 

order by ostracizing the community people 

in the form of social and economic penalties. 

The importance and impact of community-

panchayat can easily be traced in this life 

narrative. "If anybody dared disobey the 

panchayat resolutions, he would be 

ostracized, nobody would even touch him; 

they served him food from a distance, he 

would neither be invited nor permitted to 

attend marriages. No marital relations would 
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be allowed with such an ostracized person. 

If he visited the house of an inlaw he would 

be served food in a basket and given water 

in a plate." (p. 17) The dhobi boy Narya who 

was brought in Uchalya community was 

rejected and restricted to marry the daughter 

of uchlyas. Marital relationship was not 

allowed to the dhobi caste. The decision of 

the Panchayat must be obeyed. Nobady 

takes amiss the treatment accorded as a 

result of the Panchayat's directive.  

The ritual bath for the bridegroom and the 

bride, the sacred ritual of thread-winding, 

and such other customs were performed by a 

married women who have not been 

ostracized. If the woman is impure and 

tainted, she is not accepted in the sacred 

rites and rituals. She must be ritualistically 

purified by the Panchayat. The Panchayat 

offering economic penalties to these impure 

and tainted people puts the community as 

purified. The functioning of the Panchayat, 

according to Gaikwad, is an obnoxious and 

disgusting. He says it as the 'gigantic social 

monster'. (p. 120) because its penalties were 

so dreadful and bitter to bear the human 

beings.  

The fire of hunger forced the people of 

Uchalya community to eat all sorts of leaves 

and animals. Thieving and pick-pocketing to 

avoid starvation descends upon them the 

wretched calamities. Laxman Gaikwad 

struggles with abject poverty that made him 

poor, wreteched, miserable and untouchable. 

He suffers from the humiliation created by 

his torn and worn stolen dress. Throwing 

away the 'Bharat blade' and heridatory 

profession of thieving Gaikwad dares to take 

a slate and pencil with the help of his father. 

But when he starts going to school there he 

faces the harassment from the urchins. They 

threw stones at me because an Uchalya's 

child had dared come to school', (p. 16) 

They mocked him saying 'Lachiman Tata 

Crab-curry khata.' The Uchalya community 

that trains their children for thieving 

opposed the schooling of Gaikwad.  The 

people of this community thought that 'If our 

children started going to school, our race 

would be doomed", (p. 17) It is the result of 

prevailing ideas of caste system in the 

society. The upper caste Hindus's view 

towards lower castes here clearly brings out. 

The lower castes like Uchalya or Pathrut 

think that the education is sanctioned by 

religion and tradition only to brahmins and 

merchants. To live decent life Laxman joins 

the spinning mill as a worker. But the 

exploitation of worker by mill owner, the 

abusment, beatings of jobber and 

supervisors muted the worker and reduced to 

miserable condition. No one dared to speak 
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about the beatings and cruel treatment that 

they were subjected to. The workers were 

being paid miserable wages and bonus. 

"Wages were not sufficient even to meet 

daily requirement of the household.  As a 

result workers were forced to borrow money 

at exhorbitant rates of interest raging from 

10 to 15 rupees for ten days. Workers took 

loans even at this rate of interest to face the 

acute household problems.' (p. 154) Because 

of poverty Gaikwad lost his everything. 

Poverty took away his mother, brother and 

father. His father could have lived some 

more years. But poverty deprived him of 

medical aid and starvation killed him.   

Hence, the false allegations of police-

officers on this branded communities, theory 

of purity and pollution, untouchability and 

their ostercization, their struggle with 

poverty and thier reduction to animal prove 

their marginal existence and awaken the self 

of introgation. Their self-realization starts 

questioning to the established and 

mainstream dumb society. "Why is it then 

that the whole community is branded as 

thieves? Why are we denied opportunities to 

live a decent life?.... Are we to be proud of 

this varied heritage because we have been 

inured to these condition for ages?" (p.63) 

This awakening social consciousness among 

Gaikwad and the Uchalya community 

provide them the insight to build up the new 

world. It also nourishes their capacity to 

resist against inequality and injustice to 

come into the respectable mainstream of 

society. The 'Sickle and Banner Morcha' or 

'Gaikwad's Morcha' symbolically gathers 

people belonging to several tribes and castes 

for equal community indentity. The people 

participated in the rally were shouting for 

equality and justice in the name of 

communist identity.  

Kishore Shantabai Kale's autobiography, 

"Against All Odds" English translation of 

Marathi 'Kolhatyache por', is a powerful 

social documentary on the trials and 

tribulations of the Kolhati community. 

Besides, it also explains in detail the unusual 

life patterns of the illegitimate son of a 

Kolhati tamasha dancer. 

The Kolhatis, migrated from Rajasthan to 

western Maharashtra were 'originally 

acrobats and jugglers".
11

 (p.4). Performing 

acrobatic acts for their livelihood, the 

Kohatis then turned to the more fascinating 

business of dance. The Kolhati women were 

forced to learn dance and music to entertain 

the upper caste men. That earned money for 

menfolk of the kolhati community. Each 

community has its peculiar manner and 

customs. The kolhati community has the 

ritual of 'Chira Utarna' and the traditions of 
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selling the virgin girls, it never allows the 

wives of the community to dance in 

tamasha. Only teenager girls, sister of this 

community have been trained to dance and 

sing in the tamasha. Dancing and singing in 

the tamasha is the hereditary occupation of 

the community. "As kolhatis the hereditary 

occupation of the community is to prepare 

combs and othere articles from horns of 

animals and form a Tamasa troupe. In a 

tamasa performance men play on musical 

instruments like dhollaki, tuntune,doph, 

Zanj (musical instruments), etc while 

women dance".
12

 The kolhati women dance 

for livelihood and for the survival of her 

family. The men of this family consider their 

daughters and sisters as money making 

machines and survive on the monery earned 

by them. Without caring their feelings, 

desires and dreams, the Kolhati women 

dance and sing for the existence of 

traditional art of their community. Art is 

preserved for the existence and identity of 

Kolhati community. 

The Kolhati women's sexual relations are 

confined to the rich landlords of the village, 

the upper caste politicians or policemen, in 

the name of Kolhati ritual of selling a virgin 

girl, is instituationalised. The upper caste 

men keep these kolhatie women as their 

mistresses and provide the money, gold or 

land to the men of kolhati family over a 

fixed period of time when these upper caste 

rich men become tired of and end of the 

fixed period of time they desert these 

mistresses and look for another young girls. 

They abondon these dancing women. Then 

the streets become their house and begging 

their business. However, the practice of 

ritual of 'Chira utarna' among "Lower caste" 

is integraated as "sacred profession" in the 

hegemonising feudal brahmanical 

patriarchal order. The art of a tamasha 

dancer labelling as 'Lower castes' is 

exploited by "upper caste" men such as the 

village patil, rich landlords, officers and 

moneylenders. Thus the labouring "Lower 

castes" come to be humilitated and 

condemned as lowely within the caste 

hierachy.  

The tamasha dancers have no right to fall in 

love with any one man. If they do, then they 

must kill that love, otherwise their society 

won't let them live. The custom of marriage 

provides the space for woman's 

discrimination. If kolhati woman gets marry 

to the man of other community or castes like 

Mahar or Muslim, she will not be only 

subjected to her family's anger and insult but 

be declared as outcaste. Being an outcaste 

means getting the inhumane place in the 

Hindu Caste hierachy. Outcaste person 
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would be thrown out of the community. The 

punishment as outcaste by community 

concil or jaat panchayat provides the 

evidance of existence of caste structures and 

practices. Jaat Panchayat, the hegemonic 

ideological discoure articulated for the 

protection of identity of community, saves 

the member of kolhati community from 

pollution whereas humiliates the tamasha 

dancer marking her sexual identity. 

For money the males of Kolhati community 

has handed over their young daughters to 

forty or sixty-year-old drunkard men. The 

daughters are 'forced to fund money by 

giving herself to the man who bid the 

highest for her youthful body', (p.63) The 

women dancers recognize their helpness and 

try to escape from this miserable life. Jiji, 

Shanta, Sushila, Shobha, Rambha, Baby and 

so on women dancers become conscious 

about the changed profession of tamasha. 

Dancing their business and art nowadays 

changed into prostitution. This change the 

minds of kolhati women and creates a new 

insight into them. Despite of their 

oppression, exploitation and exclusion from 

the social and economic processes, kolhati 

women claim right over the property and 

recognize their present status in the 

hierarchical occupational structure 

determined by caste. Their beauty becomes 

curse upon them and their inner muted voice 

brusts out "Has a woman no right to her own 

life? Is the only aim of our lives to provide a 

livelihood for our fathers and brothers?" (p. 

43,44) Rejecting such miserable and 

helpless situation they start to form their 

own new identity - as a woman. "The 

feminist interrogation of the brahmanical 

patriarchy therefore has pointed out that 

caste and patriarchy constitute each other by 

bringing togethor caste- based division of 

labour, sexual division of labour and 

division of sexual labour."
13 

Kishore who is an authentic spirit through 

out this life narrative struggles against all 

odds. Being born as the illegitimate son of a 

kolhati tamasha dancer, Kishore lives the 

life of an unidentified slave. Kishore on the 

one hand faces the humiliation that his name 

and his background brought and on the 

other hand bears the ill-treatment given by 

his grandpartents, uncles and aunts. His 

journey of sorrows and suffering never 

ends. As Kishore explains " people were 

rude and insulting to me For the women and 

for me, life seemed to hold no hope of 

happiness." (p. 114) His eagerness for 

motherly love and quest for learning affords 

the strength to do all kinds of chores and 

back-breaking works. While suffering as a 

poor motherless child, his mind reveals the 
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tormenting questions related to his 

existence. 'Every parent wishes that his or 

her child should study, should find a 

respectable place for himself in society. 

Then why did my mother not feel the same 

way? 

Why did she not wish that I be well-

educated? What would I be in a few years? 

A dacoit or a thief? A goatherd? A drummer 

in a tamasha party? Why doesn't my mother 

worry about this? Does she never think of 

what is happening in my life, what is 

happening to me?" (p. 121)  

Poverty plays a very crucial role in the 

learning of Kishore. His grandfather though 

getting money from Nana, husband of 

Shanta, he never provided it to Kishore. For 

the completion of MBBS course Kishore 

wonders and begs for money to his maternal 

aunts. He doesn't ask to his mother for 

money because she too suffers 

economically. All the same time Kale has 

been suffering from the problem of his 

identity. He starts hating the changed 

tamasha business. He feels it as an insult to 

the community. He becomes aware of his 

reduced identity after seeing the list of 

voters in his family at Sonpeth where he 

was not 'Wadkar' but 'Kishore Shantabai 

Kale'. Meanwhile, he afraids that of his 

hostel mates will find out that his 'mother 

was somebody's mistress' and look down on 

him. His past makes him to realize his 

identity - as a kolhati can be changed it as 

Dr. Kishore Shantabai Kale. Despite all the 

hardship and humiliation, hurdles and 

pitfalls, Kishore Kale had been tried and 

tested every step of the way that helps him 

to reconstruct his new identity as a doctor. 

The autobiographies of Laxman Gaikwad 

and Kishore Kale reveal the situation or 

experiences of marginality of both the self 

and the community. Gaikwad's way of 

living in abject poverty, facing caste-based 

oppression and anti-caste struggles along 

with his community nourshes his capacity to 

resist against inequality and injustice. His 

community which was branded and 

distrusted socially struggles for humanity 

based on the values of equality, social 

justice and human dignity as their 

community identity. Kishore Kale in his 

intense and stark life narrative reconstructs 

his self-image by deneying his caste-based 

identity as a kolhati while tracing the 

community practices. Both the life 

narratives present detailed accounts of 

everyday life, customs and beliefs of the 

communities and social practices by 

constantly shifting the focus between the 

individual and the community. Gaikwad and 

Kale document in their life narratives the 
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instances of deprivation, suffering, 

violation, experienced and also the 

resistance posed by the authors and their 

communities. Both the life narratives 'deal 

not only with the institution of caste as a 

means of oppression, but also show how 

economic deprivation and poverty go hand 

in hand with caste determination."
14

 Jaat 

Panchayat in Gaikwad's autobiography 

'Uchalya community Panchayat' and in 

Kale's 'Kolhati community council' plays a 

vital role in the formation of community 

identity by offering social and economic 

penalties to the ostercized. It is an 

emodimeent of social, religious and 

economic right of each caste based on birth. 

However, this jaat panchayat maintains the 

caste system that governs the principle of 

rank and gradation in the Hindu society. The 

lower castes or communities like Uchalya 

and Kolhati, their experiences of exclusion 

in school, in occupation and labour 

employment is therefore, internal to the 

system. Exclusion and discrimination of the 

lower castes or Dalits in civil, cultural and 

economic spheres makes them marginal in 

the society and leads to deprivation and 

poverty. They are denied of all sources of 

livelihood except manual labour which 

consist of assigned occupations considedred 

to be polluting and inferior and service to 

the castes above them. Therefore, Dalits' 

exclusion results in their severe deprivation 

as a social group. Dalits' marginality can be 

understood not in a colonial structure, but in 

the caste based social, cultural and 

economic structure of Hindu society. Here, 

the village becomes the metropolies, and 

Dalits exist literally on the periphery. The 

Dalit consciousness awakend in the personal 

narratives of Gaikwad and Kale is "the 

revolutionary mentality connected with 

struggle. It is a belief in rebellion against the 

caste system, recognizing the human being 

as its focus."
15 

Thus, the life narratives of Gaikwad and 

Kale explain the marginal existence of Dalit 

as self and as the community whereas they 

reveal Dalits' struggle for community 

Identity. 
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